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I. Introduction. Intense impulsive fluxes of hard photons
with an energy of _ I keV to few tens of MeV propagate in
interstellar space in our Galaxy. When such a very thin
front of high photon density passes across the Solar System
and meets a spacecraft with a gamma-ray detector aboard,
the observer perceives what we call a gamma-ray burst. The
pioneering observations of the gamma-ray bursts in the ear-
ly 'TOe _I] were followed by their comprehensive investiga-
tion aimed at finding answers to the questions of where
these very strong radiation fluxes come from, where and how
they are produced. Despite the fact that much has been le-
arned in the recent years, we still do not have full under-
standing of the origin of the bursts.
In their studies of the gamma-ray bursts, the astro-
physicists have met with problems which are not only very
intriguing but extremely complex as well.
The present paper is a brief overview of the major ob-
servutional results obtained in gamma-ray burst studies. We
will also discuss to what extent the thermonuclear model
which appears at present to be the most plausible can acco-
unt for the observed properties of the bursts. The investi-
gation of gamma-ray bursts should cover observations of the
time histories of events, of the energy spectra/and of
their variability, source localization and inspection of
the localization regions during the active and quiescent
phases of the source in other wavelengths as well as evalu-
ation of the statistical distributions of the data ob-
tained.
2. Time Structure of the Gannna-Ray Bursts. The bursts vary
In aura_on over a 'W'Acterange _rom a_oun_ ten milliseconds
to a few minutes. The time histories of the bursts are ex-
tremely diverse. Several attempts have been made at con-
structing a morphological c_assification of the events_2,3].
Subsequent observations confirm the existence of several
types of time structures. Fig.1 shows several light curves
measured in the Konus experiment on Venera 13 and 14 in the
energy range 45-200 keV. Note that because of the spectral
variability of radiation the time profiles observed in dif-
ferent energy intervals may differ sll@htly.
First one should point out the existence of two class-
es of events. Short bursts (GB811220. Fig.l), apart from
their short duration, <_0.5-1 s, differ strongly from long
events in the short rise time, _I0-I00 ms C4-6].Among long
bursts one may discriminate at least two groups of events.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19860022032 2020-03-20T13:31:13+00:00Z
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Fig.1. Typical time histories of _mma-ray bursts
Simple single-pulse bursts (fl_820906) last for 5-15 e. Xn
some cases their duration increases by a few times making
them look like long structureless events (GB811215). The
most numerous ere bursts with a complex multipulse time
structure. The number of individual peaks observed in the
profile may v_ry reachin_ sometimes a few tens (GB830411).
Quite frequently these peaks rosy form quasiperiodic trains.
However l_rring a few exclusions, no strictly regular peri-
odicity is obBerved in the burst profiles [7,8_. As a rule,
the rise and decay times of individual peaks in complex
bursts are shorter than those in single-pulse events. It
appears that many bursts reveal a peculiar tread in their
time structure. If a burst develops faster, i.e. a burst
with a complex structure is shorter, then the details in
its time structure are compressed accordingly (GB820511)_
This remarkable feature of a similarity between the time
histories of various bursts analyzed on a normallzed t com-
pressed or extended, time scale was pointed out in several
observations [9,10J. In many cases one observes in the pro-
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Fig.2. Typical burst energy spectra: typical continuum,
spectrum with a cyclotron feature, spectrum with
an annihilation feature
files precursors preceding by a few tens of seconds the
main phase of the buret (GB820331). The observation of weak
precursors is apparently limited by the instrument sensiti-
vity. If the precursors are indeed a widespread feature of
the bursts, then their observations should become more nu-
merous as the sensitivity of gamma-ray burst detectors in-
creases. The time structures of the bursts reflect obvious-
ly the i_herent and most essential characteristics of the
emission processes in the sources. Explanation of the time
evolution of the burets should be a major goal Inl the con-
etr_ction of any source model, Unfortunately, most of the
models being developed at present focus on the energetics
of the sources and on the energy spectra while paying litt-
le attention to the time structures.
3. Energy Spectra. In contrast to the time structure, the
e_e_'_ _.e_ra o_ the burett display a markedl_ tuliforul
pattern L11J. With the present_-day measurement acctLraoy,
the smooth continua observed in the energy range 30 keV-
2 Mo¥ (see, e.g. the spectrum of the 4 May 1982 event,
Fig.2) may be litre8 equally well by optically thin thermal
bremsstrahlung or thermal synchrotron distributions [12,13].
The actu_l mecaanlem of emission still remains unclear
[14-11_].Asstmai_ the emlasion to be of thermal nature,
estimates of the temperature in the sources range from
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Fig.3.Gamma-ray burst time profiles in pair annlhila-
the various energy ranges. The hard- tion emission.
ness ratio indicates a fast and This In-
strong spectral variability terpretation
has led to the
sently widely accepted opinion that cosmic gamma-ray
sis are generated by strongly magnetized neutron stars.
The energy spectra are characterized by a strong and
fast spectral variability [11,19,20]. The continua measured
in different phases of a burst differ essentially, as a
rule, in accordance _dth temperature variations of the
emitting region. Spectral hardness may vary as fast as the
emission intensity does. Fig.3 displays time profiles of
GB820320 obtained in various energy intervals as well as
the corresponding variations of the hardness ratio.
Spectral features ales evolve rapidly. The cyclotron
features are observed primarily in the initial stages of
the bursts. The annihilation radiation is likewise the
strongest in the beginning of a burst or Is connected with
the most intense peaks in the time structure.
In the recent two-three years new essential informa-
tion on the burst spectra has been obtained. $MM observati-
ons have revealed a high energy component in the burst spe-
ctra (Fig.4) [21,22]. By our data, the hard tails in the
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Pig.4. High energy emission in gamma-ray bursts fromSI__ data t22].
spectra are directly associated with the annihilation fea-
tures and represent actually their extension. An investiga-
tion of a large number of spectra containing emission fea-
tures has shown the spectral distribution of the annihila-
tion radiation to be a
broad line with an ex- ,o . ..........
tended hard wing _ ......, ...: ,o' ................. b.....
(Pig.5). This implies 250582 80982
that the energy spect- ,o-'_ 00
of two emission compo- _ 2
nents. Their angular _6'_ , \ _0
to be different [23]. _
a 16zThe spectral sha- £
pe of the softer con-
tinuum emission is a£- ,_-.................. ,o"_ ............. :._,,,l\fected by the absorp-
tion ofhard photons o o_ o_ o d 0_E, KEV E, KEY
involving pair forma-
tion. The angular dis- Pig.5, Two emission components In
tribution of this gamma-ray Burst s_ectra. ,emission is olose to (a) Time evolution of a spec
isotropic, trum with annihilation featu-
The observed an- re. (b) Annihilati@n feature
nihilation spectrum i_ in a spectrum Of a _'10:_1;'




spectra [24] generated by a
•Jd' \. pair-dominated plasma with
a fast and strongly varying
I _ i temperatt_e. It is also
possible that this spectrum
is directly related with the
> _°2 close-to-power law energy
distribution of electrons
and posi rons [25B in their
_\ _\ one-dimensional motion
along the magnetic field
'°3 / \ lines. The radiation is
oz / \ emitted most probably from
% \ the pol_r region of a neut-I
Id4 i) beamr°nstar in acollimated.
A remarkable illustra-
tion of a spectrum with both
a cyclotron absorption line
t s ........, .... and an intense annihilation
,0 ,02 10S ,0" component is provided by
E.KaV HEAO-I observations of
GB780325 [26] (Fig.6).
Fig.6. HEAO-I observations of Quite recently very in-
a complex spectrum [26] t_.e_ing results have been
_x_ in gamma-ray burst
observations in an X-ray range 3-10 keV [27] (Fig.7). As
shown by these observations, the X-ray luminosity of the
burst sources is high, _/L_ _ 0.02, the X-ray emission is
somewhat delayed compared with the time profile in gamma
rays. The X-ray tail
following the main
phaFe may indicate co.......
ollng of the emitting _ G8790307
region. ,_oo
4. Optical Flashes. _ . _o_-
Operation oI" an' inter- _-_ I 8oo_-nation_l network of
• n.
set ellit e-borne _amma- _ _
ha_ resulted in a re- _ ._
markable achievement, __
namely, an exact Ioca- 2oo
lization on the oeles- _._ " ".:-_ otial sphere of a mum- °1"_.,_"_'_, , , , , , ,
bet of buret sources o so 2_
TIME (s)
with an error box else
of _ 1 arc minute [28, Flg.7. Simultaneous burst observa-
29_. It was found that tions in gamma- and X-rays
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Fig.8. Error box of the 5 No- _h 5h
vember 1979 event, Po-
sition of the optical Fig.9. Error boxes for a se-
flash on an archival ries of recurrent
photographic plate of bursts from GBSO526
194"! [.29]
detectable radiot optical or X-ray objects. Only a deep
search carried out at a very high sensitivity reveals in
these regions a few weak objects. It would be very diffi-
cul_ to identify any of these objects as the optical coun-
terparts of the burst sources in quiescent state [29].
All the more unexpected was the discovery on archival
photographic plates of optical flashes in the-error boxes
of three gamma-ray burst sources _0,31] (Fig,8), The reli-
ability of identification of these flashes with gamma_ray
burst sottrces is ap_rently no more questioned at present.
The ratio of the energy in the optical flash to that of the
gamma-ray burst observed maw years thereafter is
_o_E _ _10 -3. The discovery of optical flashes will un-
doubtedly produce a _trong impact on possible models of
gamma-ray burst s.
The most remarkable feature of the famous source of
the 5 larch 1979 event in the subsequent years was a series
of recurrent bursts observed in the Konus experiment [32].
In the period 1979-1983, 14 bursts were detected altogether
with sufficiently precise localization (Fig.9). Three more
bursts from this source were observed from one Venera spa-
cecraft only when the other instrument was turned off. By
the general pattern of their time profiles and energy spec-
tra these events did not differ from the other recurren_ ,
bursts. However the directional accuracy for them was, ac-
cordimgly,' less precise, the^corresponding source positions
representing circles of _ 15_. Therefore they are not shown
in Fig. 9 •
The persisting aetlvity of GBS0526-66 advocated the
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Fig.t0. An optical flash presumed to originate in
GBf 0526-66 [34]
arrangement of optical patrolling of this source at several
observatories. Of particular interest were the observati-
ons durin£_ the time period specified by Rothschild and T.in--
genfelter [33]. Leveral'optical flashes from this region
have been detected [34] (Fig.t0). Unfortunately, the _ene-
ra 13 and 14 missions were terminated at the time, while
simultaneous optical observations from different points
failed. However the results of these observations appear
promising and plans are under way to continue them.
5. Source Localization. A few cases of fairly precise loca-
Ixza_1on OX gsmma-ray OuIst sources on the celestial sphere
by triangulation are vastly Loutnumbered by source position
measurements of modest and low accuracy. The bulk of these
data were obtained in observations by Venera 11-14.
Fig.t1 displays source positions of 160 &_mma-ray
bursts on the celestial sphere in galactic coordinates. The
map does not include bursts localized as annuli-of-position
and the cases where two alternative positions were obtained
for a source. The sources are distributed over the sk_ in a
random way with no noticeable clustering towards the galac-
tic plane or the galactic center. Note. however, a certain
asymmetry between the northern and southern hemispheres _5] •
Fig.12 presents the source distribution in galactic latl-
tude vs. the expected isotropic occurrence. 96 sources are
found in the northern, and 64 in the southern hemis_ser _ithe mean expected number being 80. The discrepancy ,5_,
however it remains unclear whether it is real or originates
from unaccounted for instrumental effects.
The burst distribution in intensity, i.e. in the total
energy flux ? (erg/cm 2), is usually presented in the
log _( > _)-log S coordinates. The strong deviation of the
experimental distributions from the -3/2 law is in a strik-
ing disagreement with the isotropic angular distribution












sources, teveral attempts were
made to estimate the parame-
ters of source spatial distri- --,bution from the observed Io
log N - log _-:plots, assuming ,-_
various lumlnoslty dlstributi-
on functions (Fig.13) [36,377.
However no reliable estimates 0 , , , ,
of the spatial distribution of -9o° -6o° -300 o° 30° 6o° _
sources from the log N - log $
plot can be obtained. T_e far- Fig.12. Source distrlbutl-
ge extent of the measured va- on in galactic la-
lues of S ranging from rituals. Dashed li-
ne: expected rela-
10-7 to 10-3 erg/cm 2 does not tion for a random
correspond to the difference in spatial distribu-
distance scales to the closest tion of the sour-
and remotest of the observed
sources. The spread in the values cos
of S is determlne_ predominantly by the broad distribution
of gamma-ray bursts in duration and large variations bet-
ween the energy spectra. Burst distributions in peak power
P. erg/cm2s, log N(>P) - log P, seem to be more realis-
tic [38].
HOwever this form of the data presentation also dis-
torts the shape of the distribution. Ganm_-ray burst detec-tors are not bolometrio devices. In the detection and sea
surement of a burst they operate with count rates. Therefo-
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• " "{_._i ready been discu-
'_,o. _::_tL"_'_".................." ::-_" tossedtheas datappliedof
. X .
_, 7enera 11 and 12
/k ' _
,'-_',..... D9,4o].we have
,o, _............. now at our dlspo-
\_ sal a sufficient-
I ly large homoge-
,oO neous set of ob-
servational data
from Yenera 11-14.
,o.................' .................................In Pig 14 these
,oO' ,o' ,o' ,o. ,o" ,o_ '#' data are presented
$ (erq s-cm'2) in the form of
three p_h:
Fig.13. A comparison of some source IogN( >S)-log S,
spatial distribution models log N( >P)-logP,
with log N - log S plots [36J and log N(>nma x)
- log nma x. Since the count rate nmax was determined in
I/4 _ intervals, this data set does not include short
bursts. As follows from the graphs, the distribution log N -
log nmax which is the least subject to distortions shows
full agreement with the -3/2 law. The deviations in the re-
gion of nmax=102 - 4xI02 can undoubtedly be attributed to
the loss of weak events near the detection threshold.
The rarL_e of nmax covered by observations,
I02-4xi03 s-I, is very narrow. It corresponds only to a
factor _ 6 difference in distances to the closest and the
remotest of the observed sources. Thus the log N - log nma x
plot is in full a_reement with an isotropic distribution of
the sources over the celestial sphere. This implies that
over the region of space corresponding to the sensitivity of
the instrumentation used the ganm_-ray burst sources ease
distributed uniformly. On the basis of these data alone one
cannot decade between the galactic and metagalactic models
of gamma-ray bursts. Evidence for the gamma-ray bursts being
associated with neutron stars attests to the validity of the
galactic models. Covering by observations the region of spa-
oe above the galactic plane where the spatial distribution
of the sources may change would apparently require a eub-
stantlal increase of burst detector sensitivity by ten or
425
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Flg.14. A comparison of three methods of data presenta-
tion. Only log N( >nma x) - log nmax distribution
provides unequivocal interpretation
more times. Estimates of distances to the sources are at
present closely connected with the existing physical models
of bursts, including the sources of energy and emission me-
chanism. Thermonuclear models have apparently greater po-
tential for the explanation of the origin of gamma-ray
tarsts[41-43].
6. Thermonuclear Scenario of a Ganmu_-Ray Burst. The major
characteristics of gamma-ray bursts which should be taken
into account in each model are as follows:
(I) By their duration the bursts are divided into two
classes, namely, short (< I s) and long (I s to 8 few minu-
tes) ones.
(2) Long events may exhibit both a simple and very
complex time structure.
(3) At least some of long bursts are preceded by weak
precursors leading the bursts by 10 - 100 e.
(4) The continuum spectra of bursts evolve rapidly in
time. The emls_:ion temperature correlates with emission
intensity in the time profile.
(5) The burst energy spectra reveal spectral features
of two types.
(6) The absorption (most probably cyclotron) features
are in most cases the strongest in the initial phase Of
the burst.
(7) The broad annihilation lines are also the strong-
est in the beginning of the burst or at intense peeks of
the time proflle.
(8) The total energy release in a 8_na-ray burst is
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not constant. It grows approxl-
mately __proportionately with
event duration.
(9) Gamma-ray bursts may be
accompanied by intense X-ray
emission.
(10) The bursts may appa-
rently be accompanied by optical
flashes.
(II ) When in quiescent sta-
te, the buret sources are so
weak that one still h_s not suc-
ceeded in identifying them by
emission in the X-ray and optl-
cal ranges.
The thermonuclear model of
Wooeley and Wallace [41] appears
to account for these charaoterl-
stics. It assumes that gamma-ray
burst8 originate in thermonucle-
ar explosions on accretlng,
strongly ma_letized neutron
stars in binaries with a comps- Plg,15. A thermonuclear
nlon star of a late spectral scenario of cos-
class, talc gamma-ray
The suggested brief scenario burst
of the burst is related closely
to this model. However t observational data make us abandon
the simplifying assumption of Woosley and Wallace that the
acc_etiug matter accumulates and is confined within a
_, _-10 -3, polar asp x_Eion of the surface of the neut-
ron s_a_. The accumulated matter may apparently oo_e_ a
fraction of the surface ranging ¢ot_a 10-3 to 0_1 Or evenEreateT. This may be due either spreadinE of the mat-
tar during the interval between successive bursts or dir_o-
tly to accretion on such a part of the surface. The flstri-
bution of matter over this spot may be extremely inhomoge-
neous, possibly due to the complex multipol8_ field struc-
ture on the neutron star surface. The thickness of the lay-
er decreases, on the ave_agep,as one moves away from the
center of the re_ion (Fig.15). The mat_erin the layer un-
dergoes preburet evolution. Stable burning of hy_t_:)gen in
pyononuclear reactions results in accumulation of helium,
As BOOD as the heltu_ laye_ density in the central pe_t of
the spot x_aches a _tlcal level, _ 1020 F_]_a2, thermonu-_
olea_ bux-nlng of helium _eoomes tempez_tu_e-unstable, Thez--
monuolee_ _way, o_ours and propagates towaz_s the perl-
phery of the spot.
Estimates of the lateral velocity'of defla_tion
front are uncertain, _ 50-200 m/¢ [42]. This velocity appa-
rently is not constant. It depends on density aria ms_netio
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field. The different duration and large-scale time structu-
re of long bursts are connected with propagation of the de-
flagration front across the region with an inhomogeneous
distribution of fuel. The finer details inthe time profile
reflect apparently the front instabilities.
The energy released at the base of the layer is trans-
ported rapidly up to the surface by Alfv&n waves and dissi-
pates there [43,44J . Hot plasma with a temperature
109 K is confined in the transverse direction by magne-
tic field while expanding vertically. On the neutron stel-
lar surface a hot annular shell up to a few hundred meters
high appears and propagates together v_th the annular burn-
ing region towards the periphery of the layer (Fig.15). The
hot plasma pressure distorts drastically the magnetic field
at the shell edge. llence a magnetic field perturbation will
propagate together with burning zone. The strong electric
fields thus created accelerate electrons up to relativistic
energies. Comptonizatien on fast electrons will produce
very many hard photons. However the neutron star's magneto-
sphere is o_aaue to photons of energy > 1 MeV due to magne-
tic pair production ( _, B) [45]. The collisions of hard
c_4otons ( _, _ ) are likewise accompanied by pair creation
6J. Thus a pair plasma shell will form around the hot
cloud of thermonuclear ash. The electrons and positrons
lose rapidly their transverse energy by synchrotron emissi-
on. Before annihilation they move along magnetic field li-
neso Acceleration of perticles in the radiation field may
affect their longitudinal energy distribution such that the
annihilation spectrum will acquire a characteristic shape
of a broad line with an extended hard wing (¥1gs.5 and 6).
This radiation can escape from the magnetosphere without
appreciable attenuation only in a collimated beam at small
angles to the magnetic field. The continuum emission is
close to isotropic and reveals a fast falloff of intensity
with increasing photon energy (Fig.2).
There is an intriguing possibility that the temperatu-
re at the trailing edge of the annular emitting region may
be lower, in which case the annihilation emission will be
associated predominantly with the leading edge. The cooling
matter of the photosphere at the trailing edge will stream
down rapidly towards the stellar surface on the free fall
time ecale. Radiation prescure will drive part of the mat-
ter from the photosphere away along the field lines creat-
ing a wind. Due to the negative temperature gradient in
the photosphere, a cyclotron absorption line may appear in
the continuum.
AS the burst keeps developing, the annular burning
shell passes through a layer with decreasing thickness. The
ener_ released per unit area decreases. This results in
a _oftening of the continuum and a reduction in intensity
of the annihilation and cyclotron features.
The X-ray emission is naturally related to the cooling
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of thermonuclenr ash remaining after the passage of the
burning shell.
There is little kno_ about the optical flashes st
present. They seem to be connected with a reprocessln_ of
the gamma-ray burst cn matter in the vicinity of the neut-
ron star, namely, either in the accreting @isc or in the
plasma ejected during theburst. The suggested flash recur-
rence time, _ I yr-I _47J, is difficult to reconcile with
the gamma-ray burst observations and the thermonuclear mo-
del.
The thermonuclear m_del permits evaluation of the di-
stance scales to the burst sources. Single-pulse bursts
5-10 s long correspond, within our scenario, to the explo-
sion of a region I to 2 km in radius. According to model I
of Woosley and Wallace [41] the energy rele_ased in gamm
rays in such a burst should be _ 5x1038 erg. The brightest
events of this type observed thus far have a t_tal fluence
S "_2xIO -5 erg/cm 2. This leads to an estimate of distance
to the nearest sources of _300 pc. Then, in accordance
with the relation log N - log nmax, the farthest of the de-
tected burst sources could be at a distance of _ 1.8 kpc.
For the burst recurrence time _ 10 yr the average ac-
cretion rate should be "_ 4xi0"14 M e /yr, and the constant
X-_-sy lunzlnosity of the source _-5xio 32 erg/s. These esti-
metes support the assumption of the neutron star's compani-
on in the binary being a star of the latest spectral class
with low mass and ltunlnosity. The possibility of explaining
short burets as due to detonation thermonuclear explosions
by model II [41]appears very attractive. In this case, how-
ever, the corresDonding distance estimates will increase
ten times. Still, detonation models involving smaller ener-
gy release can apparently be also designed.
Thus the thermonuclear model developed for gamma-may
bursts appears to conform to the major observational cha-
racteristics of bursts.
The most serious difficulty for this model may come
from the observation of a weak feature in the burst time
profile, namely,of the precursors. These weak pulses are
definitely connected with the main phase of the burst and
do not exigt independently of it. Otherwise one would _ve
observed numerouB weak recurrent bursts from the same sour-
ce. It is difficult to account for the situation when the
process of thermonuclear b_ng, once initiated, d_opped
drastically in intensity, only to flare up again a few tens
of seconds later.
7. Conclusion. Com_Io gamma-ray bursts remain one of the
_s$ ;mtrig%,ing and complex problems in astrop_yslcs. There
is much work ahead, both experimental and theoretical,
429
before we may hope to come closer to the understanding of
the nature of this mysterious phe1_menon.
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